Logitech MX Master Wireless Mouse

The MX Master™ wireless mouse is Logitech’s flagship model.

With customizable functions and a stunning design, this high-performance mouse is sculpted for comfort and crafted for performance and speed.

Enjoy fine-motion control and a fluid experience thanks to well-positioned buttons and wheels. Connect the mouse quickly and easily with the included Logitech Unifying™ receiver or via Bluetooth® Smart wireless technology.

Advanced features include Darkfield™ Laser Tracking, Easy-Switch™ technology, and a rechargeable battery with up to 40 days battery life on a full charge."
Logitech MX Master Wireless Mouse

FEATURES

- Darkfield Laser Tracking
- Smart speed-adaptive scroll wheel
- Dual connectivity
- Easy-Switch technology
- Customizable functions
- Unique thumb wheel

BENEFITS

- Turn the world into your mouse pad: Works on virtually any surface with precise cursor control—even on glass (4 mm minimum thickness) and high-gloss surfaces.
- Navigate through long documents and web pages faster and easier with a precision scroll wheel that auto-shifts from click-to-click to hyper-fast scrolling.
- Connect the mouse quickly and easily with the included Logitech Unifying receiver or via Bluetooth Smart wireless technology.
- Pair up to three devices (such as a desktop, laptop or Windows tablet) and easily switch between them with the touch of a button.
- Unlock the full range of possibilities and customize the mouse to your needs with Logitech Options software.
- Experience side-to-side scrolling and advanced gestures with a stroke of your thumb. To unlock the full range of thumb wheel possibilities, install Logitech Options™ software.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Price: $99.99
Part #: 910-004337
UPC Code: 097855111593

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS + WEIGHT

Mouse
18.4 x 14.4 x 6.6 mm
0.7 x 0.6 x 0.3 in
2g / 0.07 oz (including battery)

Unifying receiver
18.4 x 14.4 x 6.6 mm
0.7 x 0.6 x 0.3 in
2g / 0.07 oz

INSIDE THE BOX

- MX Master wireless mouse
- Logitech Unifying Receiver
- Micro-USB cable for recharging
- User documentation

WARRANTY

1-year limited hardware

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

• USB Port: Windows® 7, Windows 8 or later;
  Mac® OS X 10.8 or later
• Bluetooth Smart: Windows 8 or later;
  Mac OS X 10.10 or later

TECH SPECS

Expected Battery Life:
• The battery can last up to 40 days* on a full charge.
• Rechargeable Li-Po (500 mAh) battery
* Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions

• Number of buttons: 5
• Scroll wheel: Yes
• Gesture button: Yes
• Wireless operating distance: 32 ft (10 m)
• Wireless technology: Advanced 2.4GHz wireless technology

Darkfield Laser Sensor technology:
• Nominal value: 1000 dpi
• Minimal and maximal value: 400 dpi to 1600 dpi (can be set in increments of 200 dpi)

Learn more at: www.logitech.com/mxmouse-business
To order contact your reseller, or call us at 800-308-8666
Logitech Inc. 7700 Gateway Blvd. Newark, CA 94560
1 Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions
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